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To Whom It May Concern:
It is a pleasure to provide our wholehearted endorsement of the ZerOrigIndia
project and to offer Closer To Truth’s public outreach and promotional resources
to support the vital research and understanding of “Zero” as it will no doubt
emerge from the ZerOrigIndia project.
The concept of Zero is both a critical event in intellectual history and a milestone
in the development of mathematics, science and technology. The exploration of
zero’s origin, culturally and linguistically as well as mathematically and
philosophically, could elicit novel ideas and new ways of thinking.
Moreover, the broader philosophical significance of Zero reveals transcendental
ideas of Nothing, Emptiness, Void, Blank as features of reality to be apprehended
and appreciated and perhaps applied to entirely new categories of thought.
Indeed, “Nothing” is a prime Closer To Truth theme.
The outstanding group of scholars and thinkers devoted to ZerOrigIndia should
encourage our support. Closer To Truth will publish and promote relevant
research from the ZerOrigIndia project.
As background, Closer To Truth (CTT), featuring world-renown scientists and
philosophers, is the definitive PBS/public television series and web archive on
Cosmos (cosmology/physics/mathematics, philosophy of science), Consciousness
(brain/mind, philosophy of mind) and Meaning/God (theism/atheism/agnosticism,
philosophy of religion, critical thinking). The Closer To Truth YouTube channel,
offering high intellectual content, is running at >1 million views and >11 million
minutes watched per month; >125,000 subscribers; >60% outside the US.
You may use my endorsement to support the ZerOrigIndia project in any way
deemed appropriate.
With best wishes for your success,
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